The Emory News Center is a centralized content hub showcasing the best and most recent stories, offering a rich mix of content from multiple sources from across the University.

**Rotating Feature**
Features latest, most timely or most important news releases from University media relations.

**Recent Releases**
List the five most recent news releases from University and Health Sciences media relations.

**Multimedia**
Showcases video about timely topics in the news.

**Emory in the News**
Spotlights Emory’s media exposure via its academic experts and programs.

---

### User Engagement

- **Subscribe**
  - Subscribe to Emory news via email or RSS feed.

### Media contacts

- **Contact University or Health Sciences media relations.**

### Tip Sheets

- **Useful links for news media.**

### Special coverage or events

- **Coverage of ongoing topics or major events.**

### Twitter

- **Follow Emory News on Twitter.**

### Featured Expert

- **Provides quick access to an Emory expert of note.**

### Social Media

- **University social media links.**
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**Emory in the News**

- "But Christians aren’t ‘justified based on what the Bible said 2,000 years ago, but on how they believe today. Why are Muslims justified according to these threaten interpretations, and not according to how the vast majority of good Muslims believe today?’"
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